Cordless
2020

Tools for the Toughest Demands

Powerful
With 1593 in-lb (180
Nm) of torque and
extremely powerful,
brushless EC-TEC
motor with three
speed levels.

Compact design
Machine weight at just
3.3 lbs (1.5 kg)* for low
fatigue, work even in
hard to reach areas.
*When equipped with
BP 18 Li 4.0 Ah Battery.

T-mode
For controlled work
with self-driving
screws.

TID 18

Impact Driver
NEW

The only Impact to
match your drive!
This compact powerhouse offers an
impressive service life thanks to its extremely
robust hammer mechanism. The perfect
combination of the new generation brushless
EC-TEC motor and 4.0 Ah battery pack ensure
maximum performance and endurance.

TID 18 Impact Driver
9 ways to buy!

Strengths & Benefits
•

•

•

•

•

•

Robust: Long lasting quality components, fully covered
thanks to the comprehensive support provided by Festool
Service.
Maximum power: Thanks to the extremely powerful,
brushless, and therefore long lasting, new generation
EC-TEC motor with three speed levels, and T mode
specifically for self tapping screws.
Kickback free hammer mechanism drives the fastener
rather than spinning the drill around the screw thus
protecting your wrist.
Ergonomic: compact design enables you to work
accurately and for longer periods without becoming tired,
even in hard to reach areas.
Convenient: Tool free 1/4” holder, integrated bit storage,
optimum LED illumination of the work area, and belt clip
for attachment on both sides.
Mobile: Packed in a Systainer, the TID 18 can be integrated
perfectly into the Festool system of tool storage.

TID 18

Cordless Impact Driver Basic
TID 18-Basic
Belt clip; Bare tool without battery pack;
Without charger; Systainer SYS3 M 187.
$199.00
576479

Cordless Impact Driver Compact Set
TID 18 HPC 4,0 I-C Set
Belt clip; (2) BP 18 Li 4.0 HPC-ASI battery pack;
Rapid charger TCL 6; Systainer SYS3 M 187.
$349.00
576480

TID 18 Accessories

Bit Cassette

$20.00
204382

BT-IMP SORT2
Magnetic Bit Holder and five different impact-rated 1” (25
mm) bits to include Phillips, Torx, and Square Drive bits in
holder with belt clip. Includes: Magnetic Impact Bit Holder,
PH 2 bit, PH 3 bit, TX 25 bit, TX 30 bit, SQ 2 bit

Bit Cassette

$38.00
204384

BT-IMP SORT4
Featuring a lockable impact-rated bit holder and five
different impact-rated 1” (25 mm) bits to include Phillips,
Torx, and Square Drive in holder with belt clip.
Includes: Lockable Impact Bit Holder 1/4”, PH 2 bit, PH 3
bit, TX 25 bit, TX 30 bit, SQ 2 bit

Bit Cassette

$39.00
204386

BT-IMP SORT6
With six different impact-rated 2” (50 mm) bit types
including Torx bits, Phillips bits, and a Square Drive bit,
the assortment covers all typical applications. Includes:
PH 2 bit, PH 3 bit, TX 20 bit, TX 25 bit, TX 30 bit, SQ 2 bit

Socket Spanner Set

$37.00
204388

STSL-IMP 1/4”-Set
Ideal for screwing in and unscrewing hexagon screws.
Includes: Socket spanners - (1x) 1/4” Hexagonal holder,
(1x) 5/16” Hexagonal holder, (1x) 3/8” Hexagonal holder

HighPower Battery Pack BP 18 Li 4.0 HPC-ASI

$120.00
205036

Li-HighPower cell technology makes it powerful enough
for every application. At just 1.2 lbs (600 g), it is 20%
lighter and 50% more compact than a 5.2 Ah battery pack.
Bluetooth® enables the compatible CLEANTEC mobile
dust extractor to be started automatically when the
cordless tool is activated.

Battery Pack BP 18 Li 5.2 ASI

$130.00
202480

Powerful 5.2 Ah battery for endurance and power. The
all-rounder for all applications. Integrated LED display
on the battery pack provides charge status at all times.
Bluetooth® enables the compatible CLEANTEC mobile
dust extractor to be started automatically when the
cordless tool is activated.

Rapid Charger TCL 6

$75.00
201138

For Li-ion battery packs (except for CXS/TXS).
LED display shows the remaining battery life and charge
status. Space-saving with a secure cord holder.
Simple wall mounting through elongated holes on the rear.

Rapid Charger SCA 8

$100.00
200313

Faster re-charge for less down time. AIRSTREAM
batteries with the SCA 8 charger re-charge 60% faster
than previous charging technology. And batteries equipped
with AIRSTREAM design cool down 3X faster than nonequipped versions, so the charging process can begin
sooner, getting you back to work faster.

NEW

Sets

TID Sets

TID 18 + PDC 18
$599.00

576490

(2) Belt clips; (2) BP 18 Li 4.0
HPC-ASI battery pack; Rapid
Charger TCL 6; Right angle
chuck; Auxiliary handle;
Systainer SYS3 M 237.

TID 18 + T 18
$549.00

576494

(2) Belt clips; (2) BP 18 Li 4.0
HPC-ASI battery pack; Rapid
Charger TCL 6; Keyless chuck;
Systainer SYS3 M 237.

NEW

Finish PRO Pack
$1,499.00

205604

Finish PRO Pack - Tools Included

TID 18 Impact Driver
T 18 Drill
SYS3 M 237

TSC 55 Track Saw
SYS 5 T-LOC

PSC 420 Jigsaw
SYS3 M 187

Finish PRO Pack - Accessories Included
BP 18 Li 5.2 ASI (2x)
Battery Pack

BP 18 Li 4.0 HPC-ASI (2x)
Battery Pack

TCL 6
Rapid Charger

SCA 8
Rapid Charger

28-tooth blade

T18 Right Angle
Chuck

Jigsaw 25-blade assortment pack

SYS 1

SYS Toolbox

NEW

Combo Kits

TID Combo Kits

TID 18 + TSC 55
$875.00 205601
TID 18 in SYS 3 M 187; TSC 55 in SYS
5; (2) BP 18 Li 5.2 ASI battery pack;
Rapid Charger SCA 8; SYS 1; Dust bag;
48-tooth blade; 28-tooth blade.

TID 18 + HKC
$875.00 205602
TID 18 in SYS 3 M 187; HKC 55 in SYS
4; FSK 250 Rail; (2) BP 18 Li 5.2 ASI
battery pack; Rapid Charger TCL 6;
SYS 1; 18-tooth blade; 12-tooth blade.

TID 18 + PSC 420
$699.00 205603
TID 18 in SYS 3 M 187; PSC 420 in SYS 3
M 187; (2) BP 18 Li 4.0 HPC-ASI battery
pack; Rapid Charger TCL 6; SYS 1;
Jigsaw 25-blade assortment pack.

NEW

Remodeler PRO Pack
$1,799.00

205605

Remodeler PRO Pack - Tools Included

TID 18 Impact Driver
PDC 18 Drill
SYS3 M 237

HKC 55 Track Saw
SYS 4 T-LOC

OSC 18
Oscillating Multi-Tool
SYS3 M 187

Remodeler PRO Pack - Accessories Included
BP 18 Li 5.2 ASI (2x)
Battery Pack
TCL 6 (2x)
Rapid Charger

BP 18 Li 4.0 HPC-ASI (2x)
Battery Pack
PDC Right Angle
Chuck

12-tooth blade

Vecturo Blades
USB 78/32 5-pack

SYS 1

SYS Toolbox

T 18+3-E
Drill Driver

NEW

The quick drilling solution.
Powered for smarter,
faster, longer use.
Experience full power when drilling and
screwdriving: the completely electronic
torque adjustment can handle any drilling
or screwdriving task. The combination
of the Li-HighPower battery pack and
maintenance-free brushless EC-TEC motor
means that the T 18+3-E cordless drill is
light, long-lasting and durable.

Powerful
The workhorse of
any shop or jobsite
boasting the power
you need to get the
job done faster and
easier.

Precise
Electronic torque
setting means
precise screw
driving every time.

Robust
Long-lasting quality
components, fully
covered thanks to the
comprehensive support
provided by Festool
Service - 3 year wearand-tear warranty.

Buy with confidence.
Warranty all-inclusive.

3-Year Wear-and-Tear Warranty
on your Tool, Battery and Charger.

Strengths & Benefits
•

•

•

•

Robust: Long lasting quality components, fully covered,
including wear and tear, thanks to the comprehensive
support provided by Festool Service.
Maximum power: Thanks to the extremely powerful,
brushless, and therefore long lasting, latest generation
EC-TEC motor.
Convenient: Keyless metal chuck with a range up
to ½” capacity, integrated bit storage, optimum
LED illumination of the work area, and belt clip for
attachment on both sides.
Mobile: Packed in a Systainer, the T 18+3-E can be
integrated perfectly into the your Festool system of
tool storage.

T 18+3-E

Cordless T 18+3-E Basic
Belt clip; Bare tool without battery pack; Without
charger; Systainer SYS3 M 187.
$199.00
576758

Cordless T 18+3-E Plus
Belt clip; (2) BP 18 Li 4.0 HPC-ASI battery pack;
Rapid charger TCL 6; Systainer SYS3 M 187.
$299.00
576754

T 18+3-E Accessories

HighPower Battery Pack BP 18 Li 4.0 HPC-ASI

$120.00
205036

Li-HighPower cell technology makes it powerful enough
for every application. At just 1.2 lbs (600 g), it is 20%
lighter and 50% more compact than a 5.2 Ah battery pack.
Bluetooth® enables the compatible CLEANTEC mobile
dust extractor to be started automatically when the
cordless tool is activated.

Battery Pack BP 18 Li 5.2 ASI

$130.00
202480

Powerful 5.2 Ah battery for endurance and power. The
all-rounder for all applications. Integrated LED display
on the battery pack provides charge status at all times.
Bluetooth® enables the compatible CLEANTEC mobile
dust extractor to be started automatically when the
cordless tool is activated.

Rapid Charger TCL 6

$75.00
201138

For Li-ion battery packs (except for CXS/TXS).
LED display shows the remaining battery life and charge
status. Space-saving with a secure cord holder.
Simple wall mounting through elongated holes on the rear.

Rapid Charger SCA 8

$100.00
200313

Faster re-charge for less down time. AIRSTREAM
batteries with the SCA 8 charger re-charge 60% faster
than previous charging technology. And batteries equipped
with AIRSTREAM design cool down 3X faster than nonequipped versions, so the charging process can begin
sooner, getting you back to work faster.

T 18+3 / C 18
Drill Driver

FastFix Interchangeable
Chucks
FastFix tool-less chuck
exchange system
dramatically expands the
range of the T-Drills and
C-Drills, taking the place
of five different tools.

Durability
With German build
quality and a virtually
indestructible motor,
you’ll be hard-pressed to
break this machine.

Brushless motor
technology
Brushless motors deliver
longer run times, more
screws per charge and
a significantly longer
service life. Also equipped
with thermal protection
and low battery indicator.

Light, powerful and
durable design that
deliver at every level.
Thanks to Festool's innovative FastFix chuck
system, the T-Series and C-Series cordless
drill is incredibly versatile and does the
work of five drills in one. For corners and
against adjoining edges, drill and driver bits
up to 1/2" in diameter, lighter Centrotec
chuck with its full array of interchangeable
drill and driver bits, 90° angle to the drive
motor for tight spaces, optional depth stop
chuck provides consistent, precise depth
settings regardless of workpiece material.

30 DAYS

Risk-Free

TRY IT!

Strengths & Benefits
•

Brushless motors deliver longer run times, more screws
per charge and a significantly longer service life.

•

Internal sensors immediately disengage the drill motor
once the desired torque setting has been achieved,
preventing overdriving and stripping.

•

FastFix tool-less chuck exchange system dramatically
expands the range, taking the place of five different tools.

T 18+3

Cordless T 18+3
Basic
Belt clip; Bare tool without battery pack;
Without charger; Systainer SYS3 M 187.
$299.00
576451

Cordless T 18+3
Set
Belt clip; (2) BP 18 Li 4.0 HPC-ASI battery pack;
Rapid charger TCL 6; Right angle chuck;
Systainer SYS3 M 187.
$499.00
576457

C 18

Cordless C 18
Basic
Belt clip; Bare tool without battery pack;
Without charger; Systainer SYS3 M 187.
$299.00
576439

Cordless C 18
Set

$499.00
576444

Belt clip; (2) BP 18 Li 4.0 HPC-ASI battery pack;
Rapid charger TCL 6; Right angle chuck;
Systainer SYS3 M 187.

T 18+3 and C 18 Accessories

INTERCHANGEABLE CHUCKS
Keyless Chuck
$78.00
769067

Standard replacement chuck for the PDC Drill. Up to
1/2” capacity. Ratcheting sleeve for increased retention.

Keyless Chuck
$74.00
499949

Keyless Chuck for CXS drill with FastFix interface. 1/32”
(1 mm)–3/8” (10 mm).

FastFix Eccentric Chuck

$130.00
490294

Offset, Eccentric Chuck places bit flush to the side,
allows drilling/driving right into corners. Chuck rotates
360° with 16 presets. Quick-release collar will not mar
adjoining surfaces.

FastFix Angle Chuck

$130.00
490293

Right-Angle Chuck for close quarters. 1/4” Hex drive
with wire detent, also accepts Centrotec or Keyless
Chuck. Chuck rotates 360° with 16 presets.

Angle Attachment
$115.00
497951

Right-Angle Chuck for close quarters. 1/4” Hex drive
with magnet accepts 1/4” driver tips. Also accepts
Centrotec and FastFix Keyless Chuck.

Centrotec Chuck
$40.00
492135

Quick-release chuck provides two points of contact
for bits and accessories. Using Centrotec accessories,
precision-milled sleeve acts like bushing, prevents
wobble.

CENTROTEC ACCESSORIES
Hand Driver
$25.00
200140

Expand the versatility of the entire Centrotec range
of drill bits and drivers with this solution for all
hand-driving tasks.

Centrotec Adapter
$24.00
496450

Convert any non-Festool drill for use with the Centrotec
System using this adapter which fits into a standard
Keyless Chuck. Provides a simple way to make any drill
compatible with the Centrotec system.

Adapter
$24.00
495131

Adapt any Centrotec-equipped drill for use with 1/4”
sockets. Ball lock for positive connection and socket
retention.

Adapter
$26.00
495133

Adapt any Centrotec-equipped drill for use with 3/8”
sockets. Ball lock for positive connection and socket
retention.

PDC 18

Percussion Drill

Tremendous Range
Driven by a four-speed
gearbox, you can drop it
down low to hog out material,
switch to high-speed hammer
function to plow through
concrete, or just go midrange for all your common
drilling applications.

Versatility
Supported by its own set
of FastFix interchangeable
chucks and the complete
Centrotec bit change system,
it’s easy to see how this might
be the only drill you could
possibly need.

Unbeatable
Our unbeatable, industryleading EC-TEC brushless
motor—coupled with
proven lithium-ion battery
technology—provides long
run times as well as jobsite
tough durability.

The most durable and
versatile drill ever.
With the PDC 18, Festool set out to create
the ultimate drilling machine. A four-speed
gearbox provides loads of torque for hogging
out material with large diameter drill bits,
then quickly switches over to deliver 3,800
RPMs to blast through concrete with its
hammer drill functionality.

Buy with confidence.
Warranty all-inclusive.

3-Year Wear-and-Tear Warranty
on your Tool, Battery and Charger.

Strengths & Benefits
•

Driven by a four-speed gearbox- low to hog out material,
high-speed hammer function to plow through concrete, or
mid-range for all common drilling applications.

•

Supported by its own set of FastFix interchangeable
chucks and the complete Centrotec bit change system.

•

EC-TEC brushless motor-coupled with lithium-ion battery
technology- provides long run times as well as jobsite
tough durability.

PDC 18

Cordless PDC 18 Basic
Belt clip; Bare tool without battery pack;
Without charger; Systainer SYS3 M 187.
$349.00
576474

Cordless PDC 18 Set
Belt clip; (2) BP 18 Li 4.0 HPC-ASI battery pack;
Rapid charger TCL 6; Right angle chuck;
Systainer SYS3 M 187.
$549.00
576476

PDC 18 Accessories

Angle Attachment
Right Angle attachment for right angle drilling
and driving.
$135.00
769097

Depth Stop Chuck

$110.00
769126

Drive screws to a consistent depth using Socket
Wrench or any 1/4” hex drive tip. Equipped with
replaceable Guard Rings. PH 2 bit included.

For use with Depth Stop Chuck (769126).

Guard Ring - 17 mm
$6.00
768125
$6.00
768127

Rubber ring to help protect soft surfaces when driving
fasteners. Internal diameter of 17 mm (21/32”).

Guard Ring - 23 mm
Rubber ring to help protect soft surfaces when driving
fasteners. Internal diameter of 23 mm (29/32”).

Adapter
$69.00
769064

FastFix Adapter, equipped with 3/8” socket post.

Keyless Chuck
$78.00
769067

Standard replacement chuck. Up to 1/2” capacity.
Ratcheting sleeve for increased retention.

Keyless Chuck
$69.00
769065

Metal-sleeved chuck. Up to 1/2” capacity. Ratcheting
sleeve for increased retention.

Rubber Bumper
$10.00
769240

Attaches to any 18 V batteries that are supplied with
belt hooks. Provides an additional layer of protection,
especially for rough site usage.

Drilling Dust Nozzle

$23.00
500483

Designed to attach to the surface through suction when
paired with a Dust Extractor, capturing dust particles
for a cleaner worksite.

Auxiliary Handle
$15.00
768615

The Side Handle provides ergonomic grip for greater
control and comfort.

Centrotec Chuck
$40.00
492135

Quick-release chuck provides two points of
contact for bits and accessories. Using Centrotec
accessories, precision-milled sleeve acts like
bushing, prevents wobble.

Built for the Toughest
Demands.

We’ve designed the BHC
to withstand the toughest
abuse you can dish out, with
a powerful motor that’s built
to last. You’ll reach your limit
before this drill does.

Compact, Yet Packs a Punch

The compact C-handle design
delivers a streamlined pressure
point, resulting in greater
control and more comfortable
handling, while maintaining
power and capability, even for
hard-to-reach applications.

True System Compatibility.

Building on our existing 18V
platform with 5.2 Ah battery
packs, the BHC is further
supported by a complete
range of SDS bits, Centrotec
accessories, plus an accessory
drill dust nozzle that offers a
cleaner workspace.

BHC 18

Rotary Hammer

Built for the
toughest demands.
The BHC 18 Rotary Hammer has the best
power-to-weight ratio in its class. Combined
with a compact and ergonomic C-handle
design, the BHC’s light weight and low
vibration makes for efficient and comfortable
one-handed use, whether for extended periods
or even overhead applications. And since a tool
like this is going to be pushed to its limits day
after day, we’re backing it up with Festool’s
exclusive Warranty all-inclusive.

30 DAYS

Risk-Free

TRY IT!

Strengths & Benefits
•

The best power-to-weight ratio in its class.

•

Compact and ergonomic C-handle design.

•

Light weight and low vibration makes for efficient and
comfortable one-handed use, whether for extended
periods or overhead applications.

•

The BHC 18 does not disappoint.

BHC 18

Cordless BHC 18 Basic
Belt clip; Bare tool without battery pack;
Without charger; Systainer SYS 2 TL .

$399.00
574724

BHC 18 Accessories

Drilling Dust Nozzle

$23.00
500483

Designed to attach to the surface through suction when
paired with a Dust Extractor, capturing dust particles
for a cleaner worksite.

Auxiliary Handle
$15.00
768615

The Side Handle provides ergonomic grip for greater
control and comfort.

Adapter
$25.00
769068

Allows SDS drive hammerdrills to adapt to Centrotec
Chuck and accessories.

Centrotec Chuck
$40.00
492135

Quick-release chuck provides two points of
contact for bits and accessories. Using Centrotec
accessories, precision-milled sleeve acts like
bushing, prevents wobble.

Accuracy

Sink screws consistently and
precisely (to 1/256”) with
mechanical and electronic
depth control with automatic
cut-off to prevent overdriven
fasteners saving material as
well as time in re-work to
achieve quality results.

Efficiency

With motor speed of 4,500
RPM, coupled with the
auto-feed magazine using
collated screws, makes
fast work of hanging sheets
while the impulse-drive
functionality provides
exceptional battery life.

Durability

EC-TEC brushless motor
technology, robust internal
parts, and serviceable
magazine, the DWC 18
is built for heavy-duty
fastening work.

DWC 18
Drywall Gun

Hang drywall faster,
with less fatigue.
Hanging drywall is serious work and requires
a serious drywall gun. Introducing the most
refined and capable drywall gun yet – the DWC
18. Equipped with magazine attachment for
using commonly available collated screws,
on-demand push and drive system (no need to
hold the trigger), electronic cut-off, precision
depth control, user-serviceable magazine,
and EC-TEC brushless motor, the DWC is built
to make hard work less hard on you. Quiet,
efficient, and accurate, for faster installs with
less fatigue.

Buy with confidence.
Warranty all-inclusive.

3-Year Wear-and-Tear Warranty
on your Tool, Battery and Charger.

Strengths & Benefits
•
•
•

Quiet, smooth, and tireless operation with EC-TEC
Brushless Motor.
Increased battery life with on-demand operation.
The motor only runs when the screw is driven.
Excellent depth control with precision micro-adjust.
Detachable, user-serviceable magazine for problem-free
operation.

DWC 18

Cordless DWC 18 Basic
Belt clip; Bare tool without battery pack;
Without charger; Depth stop; Magazine
attachment; Magnetic bit holder; 2x bit PH 2 long;
PH 2 bit; Scaffolding holder; SYS 2 T-LOC.
$349.00
201675

DWC 18 Accessories

PH bit PH 2-AF-55 3x DWC 18
$18.00
769124

Elongated Phillips driver bit for use with magazine
attachment. Compatible with a majority of collated
screws for drywall.

Bit Holder BH-DWC
$11.50
769125

Bit holder equipped with ¼” drive compatibility. For use
with the depth stop cone.

Drywall Screws

Fine thread screws for fastening in metal studs and
substructures. Collated strips. Available in 25 mm (1”)
and 35 mm (1-3/8”) lengths. 1,000 per box.
$34.00
769142

C FT 3.9x25 1000x

$34.00
769143

C FT 3.9x35 1000x
Drywall Screws

Coarse thread screws for fastening in wood studs and
substructures. Collated strips. Available in 35 mm (13/8”) and 45 mm (1-3/4”) lengths. 1,000 per box.
$34.00
769144

C CT 3.9x35 1000x

$34.00
769145

C CT 3.9x45 1000x

Magazine attachment
(included with Basic and Plus sets)

$210.00
202543

Auto-feed magazine features tool-free removal,
precision depth control, quick-release button for
removing collated screw strips, and field strip
capability for easy maintenance and long-life.

PSC/PSBC 420
CARVEX Jigsaws

Increased cut
performance with
remarkable control.
Tackle your most demanding (and remote)
applications with the robust and versatile
new Carvex Cordless Jigsaws. Designed
to deliver the same performance as their
corded counterparts while taking advantage
of the tool-less base change platform,
these revolutionary jigsaws will have you
forgetting that you’ve cut the cord.

Precise

With automatic
blade guidance,
stroboscopic lights,
and zero-clearance
Splinterguards, the
Carvex lets you cut
straight and true, with
virtually zero tearout!

Versatile

A revolutionary toolless base change
system delivers
the most versatile,
adaptable jigsaw
cutting system you’ve
ever experienced.

Durable

Brushless motors and
a robust design ensure
that the Carvex can
handle not only your
toughest materials, but
the toughest conditions
as well.

30 DAYS

Risk-Free

TRY IT!

Strengths & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Effortlessly transition from corded to cordless without
compromising performance.
Balanced with a unique ergonomic battery for optimum
performance and handling.
Tackle your most demanding (and remote) applications
with the robust and versatile Carvex Cordless Jigsaws.
Designed to deliver the same performance as their
corded counterparts.
Tool-less base change platform.

PSC 420

Cordless Jigsaw CARVEX PSC 420
Basic
$349.00
576522

Bare tool without battery pack;
Without charger; 2x saw blade; Splinterguard;
SYS3 M 187.

Cordless Jigsaw CARVEX PSC 420
Set
$499.00
576527

(2) BP 18 Li 4.0 HPC-ASI battery pack; Rapid
charger TCL 6; 2x saw blade; Splinterguard;
SYS3 M 187.

PSBC 420

Cordless Jigsaw CARVEX PSBC 420
Basic
$349.00
576531

Bare tool without battery pack;
Without charger; 2x saw blade; Splinterguard;
SYS3 M 187.

Cordless Jigsaw CARVEX PSBC 420
Set
$499.00
576535

(2) BP 18 Li 4.0 HPC-ASI battery pack; Rapid
charger TCL 6; 2x saw blade; Splinterguard;
SYS3 M 187.

CARVEX Jigsaw Accessories

Base
$27.00
497298

Dimpled - Textured, low-friction base easily glides over
wood and wood-like materials. Dimpled texture minimizes
surface area and helps to prevent dust buildup in front of
the saw.

Base
$27.50
497299

Hard Fiber - Smooth, durable base for reduced friction
on wood and wood-like materials. Extremely durable
construction for a long service life.

Base
$25.00
497300

Steel insert for all metallic surfaces.

Base
$26.00
497301

StickFix hook-and-loop design base facilitates quick and
easy installation of felt covers to protect delicate surfaces
from scratches and wear.

Base
$20.00
497297

Universal base insert for wood and wood-like materials.
Supplied with CARVEX Jigsaws.

Replacement Felt (5 pieces)
$14.00
497444

For use with StickFix base insert. Hook-and-loop design
base facilitates quick and easy installation of felt covers to
protect delicate surfaces from scratches and wear.

Circle Cutter
$75.00
497443

Base Adapter (497 303) and Circle Cutter (497 304) for
cutting circles from 2-11/16” (68 mm) to 9’ 10-1/8” (3 m).
For best results, use with a scroll-type blade — S 75/4 K
(486 563) or S 50/1.4 K (486 564).

Guide Rail Base for CARVEX Jigsaw

$29.00
497303

Adapts to Guide Rails for guided cuts and also serves as
base for use in circle cutting when attached to 497 304
listed below. For best results for guided cuts, use with FSG
blades—S 75/4 FSG (499 476), S 105/4 FSG (499 477) or S
145/4 FSG (499 478).

Circle Cutter
$55.00
497304

Metric - Expandable circle cutter attachment for use with
Base Adapter (497 303). Expands from 2-11/16” (68 mm)
to 9’ 10-1/8” (3 m). For best results, use with a scroll-type
blade—S 75/4 K (486 563) or S 50/1.4 K (486 564).

Circle Cutter
$55.00
201184

Imperial - Expandable circle cutter attachment for use with
Base Adapter (497 303). Expands from 2-11/16” (68 mm)
to 9’ 10-1/8” (3 m). For best results, use with a scroll-type
blade—S 75/4 K (486 563) or S 50/1.4 K (486 564).

Angle Base
$125.00
496134

Tool-free, dual-angled base features stepless adjustment
from +45° to -45°, for precise and simplified cutting on
inside or outside edges.

Splinter Guard
Solid one-piece Splinterguard slides easily into place, for
a custom fit with any blade, virtually eliminating tearout
and time-consuming rework. Fits all Festool TRION and
CARVEX Jigsaws.

(5 pieces)

$11.50
490120

(20 pieces)

$28.00
490121

TSC 55
Track Saw

The solution for
producing straight,
repeatable cuts.
The new TSC 55 Cordless Track Saw builds
on years of system innovation to deliver
the most versatile, precise cutting system
available, allowing you to go wherever the
work takes you. The TSC 55 can zip through
100 meters of sheet goods on a single
charge, while still delivering all the benefits
you’ve come to expect from the Festool
Track Saw System.

Portability

Stop stressing about
running power cords.
This cordless track saw
lets you work where
you need to work -regardless of where the
outlets are.

Straight Cuts

Get incredibly straight
and accurate cuts each
time with the FS Guide
Rail System.

No Tearout

Splinterguards on both
sides of the blade will
ensure that you get a
tearout-free cut.

Buy with confidence.
Warranty all-inclusive.

3-Year Wear-and-Tear Warranty
on your Tool, Battery and Charger.

Strengths & Benefits
•
•
•

With the FS Guide Rail System, you’ll get laser-straight,
splinter-free cuts in seconds.
Splinterguards on both sides of the blade ensure that
you’ll make zero-tearout cuts in virtually any material.
Not only can you replace large stationary equipment with
the incredibly precise, handheld track saw system, but
now you can go wherever work needs to get done, without
the cord.

TSC 55

Cordless TSC 55
Basic

$499.00
201394

Bare tool without battery pack;
Without charger; Fine tooth saw blade HW
W48; Splinterguard; Sight window; Chip
collection bag; SYS 5 TL.

Cordless TSC 55
Set

$699.00
576816

(2) BP 18 5.2 ASI battery pack; Rapid charger
SCA 8; Fine tooth saw blade HW W48;
Splinterguard; Sight window; Chip collection bag;
SYS 5 TL.

Cordless TSC 55
Set + Rail

$799.00
576817

(2) BP 18 5.2 ASI battery pack; Rapid charger
SCA 8; Fine tooth saw blade HW W48;
Splinterguard; Sight window; Chip collection bag;
FS 1400 guide rail; SYS 5 TL.

TSC 55 Accessories

Splinter guard (5 pieces)
$25.00
499011

TS 55 REQ Flush-mount Splinterguard protects
material surface for both straight and bevel cuts.

Limit Stop

$15.00
491582

Set stop points on the Guide Rail for repeat cuts and
plunge-cuts. Infinitely adjustable placement along the
entire rail. Reduces the risk of kickback when initiating
plunge-cuts.

Parallel Side Fence

$71.00
491469

Create parallel cuts from an edge. Can be used on both
sides of the saw. Flip it over and it becomes an extension
table. Rip capacity from the blade side to 11-13/16”
(300 mm) and on the motor side to 3-3/4” (95 mm).

Cover Plate

$70.00
491750

Encloses blade housing for improved dust extraction
when cutting vertically or overhead. Can also be used
for creating architectural false joints.

Dust Bag
$45.00
500393

Keep the work space clean by collecting virtually all
dust. When not in use bag folds down for space-saving
transportation and storage. Includes a dust cap.

Guide Rails

FS 800/2

32” (800 mm)

$92.00
491499

FS 1080/2

42” (1,080 mm)

$110.00
491504

FS 1400/2

55” (1,400 mm)

$145.00
491498

FS 1900/2

75” (1,900 mm)

$225.00
491503

FS 2700/2

106” (2,700 mm)

$355.00
491937

FS 3000/2

118”(3,000 mm)

$385.00
491501

FS 5000/2

197” (5,000 mm)

$665.00
491500

FS 1400/2-LR 32

55” for hole series (1,400 mm)

$145.00
496939

FS 2424/2-LR 32

95” for hole series (2,424 mm)

$365.00
491622

Metric dimensions binding.

Versatility

Cross-cutting with ease or
ripping materials to size,
HKC saws are adept at all
circular saw tasks while
bringing a higher degree
of efficiency, repeatability,
accuracy, and quality of cut
unlike any other circular
saw before.

Repeatability

When used with FSK Guide
Rails with integrated angle
stops, making accurate,
repeated, cuts are not only
easy-it is also fast thanks
to the integrated retraction
feature.

Efficiency

Perform practically all
jobsite cutting tasks with
one tool. Making repeated
cuts is faster than other
methods while also
providing accuracy in
one step.

HKC 55

Carpentry Saw

The ultimate solution
for all wood processing
on the jobsite.
Making exact and repeated cuts quickly and
accurately anywhere without taking materials
to a miter saw or sacrificing accuracy with a
standard circular saw, makes this the ultimate
solution for all wood processing on the jobsite.
Coupled with FSK Guide Rails with integrated
angle stops, HKC saws bring a higher degree of
efficiency, repeatability, accuracy, and quality
of cut unlike any circular saw before. Also
compatible with all existing FS Guide Rails.

30 DAYS

Risk-Free

TRY IT!

Strengths & Benefits
•
•
•

Making exact and repeated cuts quickly and accurately
anywhere without taking materials to a miter saw.
The HKC is the ultimate solution for all wood processing on
the jobsite.
Coupled with FSK Guide Rails with integrated angle stops,
HK saws bring a higher degree of efficiency, repeatability,
accuracy, and quality of cut unlike any circular saw before.

HKC 55

Cordless HKC 55
Basic
$399.00
201359

Bare tool without battery pack;
Without charger; HW standard saw blade W18;
SYS 4 TL.

Cordless HKC 55
Set
$599.00
576818

(2) BP 18 5.2 ASI battery pack; Rapid charger
TCL 6; HW standard saw blade W18;
SYS 4 TL.

Cordless HKC 55
Set + FSK Rail

$699.00
576819

(2) BP 18 5.2 ASI battery pack; Rapid charger
TCL 6; HW standard saw blade W18;
FSK 250 guide rail; SYS 4 TL.

HKC 55 Accessories

Parallel Side Fence

$65.00
500464

PA-HKC 55
Create parallel cuts from an edge. Can be used on
both sides of the saw. Flip it over and it becomes an
extension table.

Dust Bag
$45.00
500393

160x1,8x20 W32
Keep the work space clean by collecting virtually all
dust. When not in use, bag folds down for space-saving
transportation and storage. Includes a dust cap.

Bag
Easily and safely transport FSK Guide Rails.
Equipped with shoulder strap. Available for the FSK
420 and FSK 670 rails.
$69.00
200160

FSK420-BAG

$86.00
200161

FSK670-BAG
Guide Rail FS
HK/HKC Carpentry Saws are fully compatible with
the existing line of FS Guide Rails. Use FS Guide
Rails for plunge cuts, longer cross-cuts, and longer
rips that exceed the capacity of the FSK rails.

Various Lengths
32” - 197”

See TSC 55 Accessories for more details.

FSK Guide Rails
When paired with the HK/HKC Carpentry Saws
you will get straight and quick cross-cuts
every time. These guide rails feature
integrated adjustable angle stops
along with a self-retraction
feature. The new guide rails
work only with the
HK/HKC Carpentry Saws.

FSK Guide Rails

Guide Rail FSK
FSK 250

9.8” (250 mm) Cross-cut capacity.

$160.00
769941

Guide Rail FSK
FSK 420

16.5” (420 mm) Cross-cut capacity.

$185.00
769942

Guide Rail FSK
FSK 670

26.3” (670 mm) Cross-cut capacity.

$210.00
769943

OSC 18
Oscillating
Multi-Tool

Outstanding Results

The exceptional control of
the cordless VECTURO —
provided by its accessory
bases, depth control,
and high-quality tooling
— allow you to easily,
precisely, and cordlessly
make the perfect cut
wherever you need it.

Efficiency

With its cordless
operation, StarlockMax®
integration, and dust
extraction, the cordless
VECTURO helps you do
more work in less time.

Ergonomics

Regardless of where you
use it, the OSC 18 is a
comfortable tool to hold
and handle thanks to its
well-balanced design,
low-vibration, and high
durability.

Versatile and limitless
functionality for the
trickiest of places.
The ultimate in versatility, the cordless
VECTURO oscillating multi-tool combines
limitless functionality with exceptional
controllability — delivering precise results
in the trickiest of places. With tool-less
Plunge Base and Depth-Stop (sold separately
or included with the VECTURO Set), the
VECTURO oscillating multi-tool stands apart,
delivering unbelievable control and precision.
The StarlockMax® tool holder makes it
possible to change tools quickly without the
need for additional equipment. Additionally,
the brushless EC-TEC motor with vibration
isolation ensures that work can progress at an
ultra-rapid pace at the same consistently high
level of comfort.

30 DAYS

Risk-Free

TRY IT!

Strengths & Benefits
•
•

•

•
•

Complete cordless mobility thanks to the 18V lithium-ion
battery pack
Optional system accessories make it possible to create
precisely guided plunge cuts and saw with minimal dust
generation – even when working overhead
Noise and vibration damping for optimum comfort while
working. The anti-vibration system ensures that the
housing and motor are completely isolated
Brushless EC-TEC motor with variable speed control
enables work to progress as quickly as possible
The keyless quick-change system with StarlockMax® tool
holder enables tools to be changed quickly without the
need for additional equipment.

OSC 18

Cordless OSC 18
Basic
$375.00
576589

Bare tool without battery pack;
Without charger; USB 78/32/Bi/OSC universal
saw blade; SYS3 M 187.

Cordless OSC 18
Basic + Attachments

$599.00
576588

Bare tool without battery pack; Without charger;
OSC-A Adapter; OSC-AH Position Aid; OSC-AV
Dust Extraction Device; OSC-TA Depth Stop; USB
78/32/Bi/OSC universal saw blade; USB 50/35/Bi/
OSC universal saw blade; HSB 100/Bi/OSC wood
saw blade; SYS3 M 187.

Cordless OSC 18
Set + Attachments

$799.00
576590

(2) BP 18 Li 4.0 HPC-ASI battery pack; Rapid
charger TCL 6; OSC-A Adapter; OSC-AH Position
Aid; OSC-AV Dust Extraction Device; OSC-TA
Depth Stop; USB 78/32/Bi/OSC universal saw
blade; USB 50/35/Bi/OSC universal saw blade;
HSB 100/Bi/OSC wood saw blade; SYS3 M 187.

OSC 18 Accessories

Plunge Base
Equipped with a depth stop for defined plunge
cuts and an extractor connector for removing dust
when sawing; can be used with offset saw blades.

$150.00
203254

Depth Stop Set
Enables plunge cuts with a defined depth; includes
an adapter for fitting accessories without tools;
working angle can be flexibly adjusted; contains
two inserts: A rotating depth stop for plunge cuts
and a sliding shoe for long, straight cuts.

$75.00
203255

Dust Extraction Device
Provides an optimal view of the workpiece; makes
it possible to saw with minimal dust generation;
machine can be safely guided with both hands.

$75.00
203256

Position Aid / Depth Stop /
Dust Extraction Device Set
OSC-AH Positioning Aid; OSC-TA Depth Stop;
OSC-AV Dust Extraction Device; OSC-A Adapter.
$250.00
203258

Price

Item #

Qty

$85.00

203333

5

$90.00

203332

5

$85.00

203334

1

$85.00

203337

5

$85.00

203338

5

$89.00

203336

5

$90.00

203960

5

SSB 32/OSC

$75.00

204410

1

SSB 90/OSC/DIA

$110.00

204414

1

$28.00

204412

1

OSC 18 Blades
HSB 50/35/J/OSC/5
1-3/8” (35 mm) x 2” (50 mm)
HSB 50/65/J/OSC/5
2-1/2” (65 mm) x 2” (50 mm)
HSB 100/Bi/OSC
100 mm
USB 78/32/Bi/OSC/5
32 mm x 78 mm
USB 78/35/Bi/OSC/5
35 mm x 50 mm
USB 78/42/Bi/OSC/5
42 mm x 78 mm
USB 50/65/Bi/OSC/5
65 mm x 50 mm

90 mm
SSP 52/OSC 204412

Durability

Featuring a brushless
motor that is enclosed
for dust resistance, the
AGC 18 is built for the
toughest projects and
backed with a 3-year
wear-and-tear warranty.

Versatility

Equipped for surface
grinding and including a
unique battery position
for cut-off operation, this
angle grinder can help
you tackle a wide array of
professional projects.

Simplicity

Save time with this easy
to use tool that includes
a keyless arbor, variable
speed control, and toolfree guard change and
positioning

AGC 18

Angle Grinder

Built for the
professional
remodeler.
The powerful AGC 18 cordless angle
grinder is highly durable and built for
the professional remodeler who needs
reliable, versatile performance. With
its enclosed brushless motor, protected
electronics, and variable speed, the
AGC 18 is built to last and perform in
a broad variety of applications. This
powerful grinder is extremely simple to
use — with a keyless arbor and guard
change, variable speed, and a unique
battery position for cut-off operation.

Strengths & Benefits
•
•

•
•
•
•

Work appropriately for the material: Speed can be
steplessly adjusted between 4500 and 8500 rpm.
Ideal ergonomics for cutting work: Its design means that it
fits well in the user’s hand, runs smoothly and generates
few vibrations.
Systems get it done: Compatible with the battery packs and
chargers in the Festool 18 Volt System.
Get results fast: Thanks to the powerful, brushless – and
therefore maintenance-free – EC-TEC motor.
Soft start-up, electronic overload protection, motor brake
and restart protection.
Robust and long-lasting: Enclosed motor and cast
electronics are safely protected against dust.

AGC 18

Cordless AGC 18
Basic

$375.00
575349

Bare tool without battery pack;
Without charger; Auxiliary handle; Flange;
Keyless Flange Nut; Protective Cover; Key;
SYS 2 T-LOC.

Cordless AGC 18
Set
$625.00
575348

(2) BP 18 5.2 ASI battery pack; Rapid charger
TCL 6; Auxiliary handle; Flange; Keyless Flange
Nut; Protective Cover; Key; SYS 2 T-LOC.

Buy with confidence.
Warranty all-inclusive.

3-Year Wear-and-Tear Warranty
on your Tool, Battery and Charger.
AGC 18 Accessories

Separating Protective Cover
For safe work with cutting discs made of
bonded abrasives.
$50.00
203377

Protective Cover
For grinding work with flap discs and
roughing discs.
$15.00
203383

Cut-off Wheel

$40.00
204903

For cutting steel and stainless steel.
Dia. 4-1/2” (115mm), Max. hole dia. 7/8”
(22.23mm), Qty: 10

Keyless Flange Nut
$30.00
204928

Front clamping flange; sanders clamped
without using tools.

Flange
$15.00
203382

Rear clamping flange; for clamping sanders.

Key
$20.00
204929

For flange.

Hand Protection
For safe work with wire brushes.
$15.00
205193

Auxiliary Handle
VIBRASTOP Holder M8
$15.00
769620

Stay connected
with Festool.
Festool TV
A video channel dedicated to product and application
content, helping you get the most out of your
investment.
Start here for instructional
videos: www.festool.tv

Instagram
Get inspiration, how-tos, and more from your
fellow tradesmen in the Instagram community.
Share photos and views of your
work using #festoolusa
instagram.com/festool_usa

Facebook
Connect with us to get the latest in product news and
applications, or to see how others are using their tools.
Start here for the latest news
www.facebook.com/festoolusa

Festool USA
Use our main website as a launching pad to learn
all there is to know about the Festool System.
festoolusa.com

Festool USA, LLC
400 N. Enterprise Blvd.
Lebanon, IN 46052
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